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Abstract The development of multiagent systems is increasing significantly. Thus, multiagent system designers need methodologies and tools to help them. Recent years have seen an incredible development of agent-oriented software engineering methodologies trying to cover all the range of features that agents and agent-based systems encompass. These methodologies are either based on object-oriented methodologies or specific to agent theory. The Nemo methodology is a new agent-oriented methodology. Its main advantage is to tackle notions such as mobility, security or open large scale multiagent systems. These notions are more or less not yet considered in agent-oriented methodologies. This paper presents the Nemo methodology and its eight models describing organizations, plans, roles, interactions, knowledge or agents.



1. Introduction Recently, the development of multiagent systems is increasing significantly, particularly in the domain of electronic commerce and business [32]. At the same time, designing multiagent systems becomes more and more complex. It is no longer possible to consider designing agents and agent-based systems without some help. This help is provided by methodologies and tools. A commonly-held idea is to consider agents and objects as equivalent notions. This view is too restrictive to show all the richness of agents. As Odell [36] and Wooldridge [45] note it, even if agents and objects have some points in common, many differences exist between these two approaches. The main differences are autonomy and interaction. Actually, agents are autonomous, reactive, proactive and intelligent. Agents are capable of initiating action in-



dependent of any other entity. Autonomy for agents means that agents are able to react to events occurring in the environment. Proactive agents will actually poll the environment for events and other messages to determine what action they should take. They are not triggered by other agents or by humans. Finally, interaction between agents is richer than the one in object-oriented systems and also more abstract through high-level messages. Interaction in objectoriented systems corresponds to method calls. Interaction between agents is completely different. Messages between objects are simpler since it is only possible to invoke methods and give parameters. These parameters are fixed and if designers want different kinds of parameters, they have to provide as much methods as they have different kinds. Agents use agent communication languages such as KQML [14] or FIPA’s ACL [15] to exchange messages. The aim of agent communication languages is to provide a precise syntax and semantics for interaction between agents. Several other areas where agents and objects differ include scheduling, learning, adaptivity, multiple and dynamic classification or the emergence. As soon as agents have goals, they derive plans to fulfill them. By learning and adaptivity, we mean that agents have the ability to modify their behaviors given events occurring in the environment, or to acquire new behaviors based on their observation of other agents or of the environment. Multiple and dynamic classification refer to the ability for agents to have different roles during an execution and to move from one role to another one during it. Emergence within multiagent systems means that an overall behavior emerges from the interactions between agents [35]. We let readers consult [36] [46] for further details and other differences. Due to the richness and the complexity of agents and agent-based systems, existing software development techniques (for example, object-oriented analysis and design [31]) are unsuitable to develop agent and agent-based systems. Two main directions have been considered by mul-



tiagent system designers: extending software engineering (or knowledge engineering) methodologies or defining specific agent methodologies. Recent years have seen an incredible development of agent-oriented software engineering methodologies trying to cover all the range of features that agents and agent-based systems encompass. Readers are urge to read the helpful survey from Iglesias et al. to this purpose [25]. Even if it does not contain most recent methodologies, it presents a good overview of agentoriented methodologies. Most cited or recent methodologies are MESSAGE [5], Tropos [33], PASSI [4], MASSIVE [28], Gaia [46], MaSE [8], DESIRE [3], AALAADIN [12], CASSIOPEIA [6], VOWELS [9], Prometheus [39], MASCommonKADS [24] and CoMoMAS [17]. There are two options when designers do not find their needs in current methodologies: (1) update a methodology or (2) define a new one. The former is the fastest one since designers “just” have to enhance a methodology. However, this approach is painful if (1) the new needs are difficult to include in the methodology and (2) the methodology allows few improvements due to its lack of flexibility. Updating a methodology is the approach followed by Juan et al. in [26] where they extend Gaia. This paper addresses the latter option: the definition of a new methodology called Nemo. The main benefit to define a new methodology is that designers are sure to find a methodology perfectly tailored to their needs. The work is certainly more considerable than updating a methodology but it is easier to keep it easily updated. The Nemo methodology has two main features that distinguishes it from other ones: (1) mobility and security management and (2) open large scale multiagent system management. Actually, most of the methodologies aforementioned only consider reactive and cognitive agents. The Nemo methodology focuses on the analysis and design stages and provides eight models representing organization, interaction, agents or tasks. The Nemo methodology addresses a wide range of multiagent systems. Multiagent systems can be open (with a large number of agents) or closed, agents can be reactive, cognitive or rational. They can be homogeneous or heterogeneous. Finally, agents can be mobile. The Nemo methodology is a new methodology and is still ongoing research. As a consequence models should be refined in a near future. The paper focuses on the different models and not on a particular application of this methodology. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes an overview of the Nemo methodology. We present briefly the meaning of the eight models. Section 3 presents the models in detail. Section 4 compares this methodology with others. Section 5 concludes the paper and gives future directions.



2. The Nemo Methodology The Nemo methodology is an agent-oriented software engineering methodology. It addresses the analysis and design stages. The main benefits of Nemo in comparison with other methodologies is to take into consideration the agent mobility and the security attached to this mobility. Moreover, the notion of open large scale multiagent systems is addressed in Nemo. The development of multiagent systems is performed through eight models (mobility and security are not defined as specific models but are included in the other models): Organization model This model shows the organizational structures within multiagent systems. Organizations in the context of multiagent systems correspond to groups having a particular structure and specific rules. Since organizations can be open large scale multiagent systems, several new attributes are included with the usual ones (agents’ roles, services and roles’ relationships), such as roles’ cardinality, procedures for entering and leaving, norms, functioning costs, and procedures for splitting or merging organizations or organization knowledge. Plan model This model depicts the different plans used within multiagent systems. A plan is composed of tasks which correspond to actions done by agents. These tasks are organized as trees. The plan model contains conditions required to perform the plan, agents involved in this plan and plan substitutes. A task is described as a procedure to complete it as well as the conditions under which it is performed. Interaction model This model depicts the interaction between agents. These interactions are performed through protocols. The interaction model is decomposed into two parts. The requirement analysis document of the protocol is done in the first part. The second part describes a graphical representation of the protocol. It represents the sequence of messages for this interaction. Nemo uses Agent UML sequence diagrams [37] to this purpose. Security is a major problem in the context of interaction. This problem is addressed in the interaction model. Environment model The environment model is particularly important for reactive agents which evolve in an environment. The environment model shows the environment structure and the different entities (agents, resources) belonging to it. If multiagent systems are open, it is possible to add some rules to prevent agents from consuming all the resources. A second use of these rules is to secure the multiagent systems from malicious agents.
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Agent model This model shows the entities (the agents, the objects (usually the resources)) and the relationships between entities. This model is based on Agent UML class diagrams [22] and is extended with notions such as mobility and knowledge privacy.
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Role model This model depicts the different roles, their relationships and how roles are organized into groups. These groups are different from the ones defined in the organization model. They are only used to represent the permissions, authorizations on knowledge and actions. A role belongs to a group and as a consequence has some permissions. The description of a role follows Gaia’s approach [46].
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Knowledge model Knowledge is one of the main differences between agents and objects. Agents encompass beliefs, desires, intentions and knowledge about their users, other agents and the environment. The knowledge model is similar to the one found in [7] except the notion of data privacy. Deployment model Even if it is stated in introduction that the Nemo methodology focuses on the analysis and design stages, it is important to propose a deployment model at this level of design like in UML [2]. It is particularly important to have this model in the context of mobility and security. This deployment model describes how entities (agents, resources and software) are spread on the different machines. This deployment model is based on the UML deployment diagrams and is extended to cover the notion of mobility and security management.



3. Nemo’s Models The Nemo methodology is composed of eight models. Developing a multiagent system with the Nemo methodology consists in filling these models or a subset of these models. The design can be iterative and the models can be fulfilled in any orders. For instance, if the organization is the main aspect in a multiagent system, designers should begin with this one. The Nemo methodology follows the idea of abstraction in UML: all the models are not required and even in a model, it is not required to fulfill all the information. It depends on the targeted multiagent system. The security in each model does not have to be provided if it has no sense for the developed multiagent system.



3.1. Organization Model Agents within multiagent systems are gathered into groups similar to human ones such as manufacturing cells, organizations, or markets [16]. We consider organizations
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Figure 1. Organization Model Schema



to be a subtype of group. Here, an organization is defined as a group whose roles and interactions are typically expected to be relatively stable and change slowly over time [40]. In the MESSAGE methodology, organizations are described through organization diagrams [5]. These diagrams contain information about the different roles involved in this organization and the cardinality for each roles. This approach is too restrictive in comparison with the richness of multiagent societies or human societies. To this purpose, we follow an approach related to institutions and electronic institutions [10]. Nevertheless, we extend this idea with new elements such as mobile agent management and security management to name a few. The organization model is rendered as a schema as shown on Figure 1. An organization is distinguished by a name (the organization name compartment). The openness of a system is given by the keyword open else the system is closed and the keyword closed is used. An organization contains a set of roles. These roles represent the agents’ behavior in the system. To tackle large multiagent systems, we add the cardinality for each roles. This piece of information constrains the number of agents per roles in the system. It prevents some problems like the lack of resources. For instance, in auctions, the cardinality is the following one: one and only one agent of role auctioneer and at least two agents of role participant. Entering or leaving multiagent systems implies the addition of procedures to control the flow of agents. Entering procedures are defined as protocols, algorithms or freeformat text. Other information can be inserted in this procedure such as the benefit of this new agent to the sys-



tem. Such verification is performed through utility functions. Examples of such utility functions are in [17]. Only agents which can improve the utility of the system could enter the system. An example could be: ”All agents that want to enter in the system have to request their entrance to the spokesman”. Leaving procedures are protocols, algorithms or freeformat text. Such an example of leaving procedure is the following one: “All agents that want to leave the system have to inform the directory facilitator”. The directory facilitator agent stores the agent’s address. Procedures for splitting refer to large scale multiagent systems. When too many agents have the same role and the redundancy is too important, it is better to split the organization into several parts. The splitting procedures compute when the separation may occur. The procedures are algorithms or free-format text. Procedures for merging are the counterpart of the splitting procedures. They are used to check if some organizations can be united. Merging organizations is meaningful when several organizations depend frequently on each other for their tasks and services. It is possible to merge if the cost associated to the merge minus the cost of redundancy is less than the cost of dependency between organizations. Such procedures may use utility functions. Like human organizations, multiagent system organizations represent a cost of functioning. This cost is computed given the number of agents in the system and other parameters such as the level of resources. Large scale multiagent systems need rules to prevent abnormal situations or to ban agents behaving improperly relative to the organization goal. These rules are called norms. Organizations and especially human organizations are constrained by social laws [19]. These social laws are defined by an authority and social laws are obeyed since they are agreed upon. The same notion is present in multiagent systems except that norms deal more with constraining agents’ behaviors [30]. Norms are also seen as a specific means to fasten the task completion. Norms are particularly present in electronic institutions [10] and especially in the example of Fishmarket where auction winners have to pay the price of the items when requested. Added to norms, there are penalties which prevent agents not to follow norms. Norms and penalties can be defined formally or informally. Garcia et al. [10] choose to represent norms and penalties formally. An example of norm is the following one: “if an agent gets an item at auction, it has to pay the requested price”. Another feature refering to large scale multiagent systems is constraints on resources. This piece of information avoids agents consuming all the resources. Some punishment can be associated to this piece of information. Like human organizations, this organization model defines the language in use within it (the compartment ACL).



It means that agents preferably use this language. However, it is not a requirement for agents and heterogeneous societies are possible when ontologies are applied. An ontology defines the meaning of terms and concepts and describes the relationships between the elements [11]. Ontologies are practical to deal with heterogeneous agents. Then, agents which do not share the same vocabulary can interact each other if they are able to know how to translate words from one language to another one. This feature is interesting in a context of interoperability. Entering the system, leaving it, or regulating it needs protocols. These protocols have to be distinguished from those used by agents and specific to roles. These protocols are defined through the interaction model (see Section 3.3). Competition rules and coordination rules refer to dependency relationships between organizations. They are used to define the general policy of the organization in the context of task advertisement. Once again these rules are related to utility functions. For instance, if the competition against another organizations for tasks or services is a good thing for the organization in term of market share, the organization applies for this task. If the coordination with other organizations is better to cut cost off, then the organization enters in a context of coordination with other organizations. Of course, if other organizations involved in coordination refuse this coordination, then the organization can enter in a context of competition. Roles within organizations are organized according to relationships. Here are several relationships: 1. unilateral dependency where an organization depends on the others. This relationship is not reversible. It means that if A has a dependency over B, B has no dependency over A. The two way relationship of dependency is the following one. 2. mutual dependency where the dependency is a two way relationship. If A has a dependency over B, B has also a dependency over A. It is the case if A needs a result that B can provide to it but B needs information that A has. 3. acquaintance corresponds to a relationship where two organizations know each other. This relationship is used when organizations are not in a context of cooperation or coordination. 4. the relationship of power is essentially used in hierarchies to represent that an organization higher in the hierarchy gives order to organizations lower in the hierarchy. AOR presents other relationships related to organizational relationships [43].



Human societies contain a common knowledge and materials to people belonging to them. This notion is also applied to multiagent systems. The organization knowledge contains information such as mutual beliefs and intentions [44]. Knowledge is then provided to all agents in the organization. Two pieces of information are provided outside the organization frame: services and spokesman. We place them outside to underline that they represent the entry points to agents outside this organization. Services are the services performed by this organization. They are defined as a freeformat text. Behind services, there are tasks defined in the plan model (see Section 3.2). Spokesman is the agent interfacing this organization to other agents and organizations. When an agent wants to enter this organization, it asks this agent. When an agent or an organization asks for a service, it asks the spokesman. The spokesman is a specific role attached to the organization. We add a new compartment at the bottom of the diagram to deal with security management. This compartment contains a set of information such as security rules. These rules can refer to what the system has to do when new agents come into the system or ask the system. Rules can also concern what the system has to do in case of agent attacks. For instance, a rule might be if an agent consumes abnormally all the resources, the system removes it from the system and shuts all the communication as long as the level of resources is too low.



in PASSI [4]. The preconditions and postconditions define the conditions to be satisfied before and after the execution of the task. The acceptance criteria presents the set of acceptable solutions for the task. The last piece of information task substitution refers to the ability for agents to schedule another task if this task is not possible or will not be done. It is for instance the case when agents responsible for this task are on handheld devices and these ones are not accessible.



3.2. Plan Model



3.3. Interaction Model



Cognitive or rational agents define plans to fulfil their goals. These plans are composed of atomic operations called tasks. We refer to atomic operations to underline that no further decomposition is possible. A plan is described as a tree. A plan is not an ordered set of tasks since it is possible that some tasks are performed in parallel or several tasks are candidate but only one will be chosen. The plan model depicts plans as well as tasks as shown on Figure 2. Each plan contains the conditions under which this plan can be fired and the roles involved. We also add the plan substitutes in case this one cannot be fired. The parallelism is rendered as an arc linking all the tasks as shown on the left bottom of Figure 2. A decision is rendered as a broken line linking all the tasks as shown on the right bottom of Figure 2. Tasks are ordered from left to right, from top to bottom. Agents begin by the first tasks at left. If this task has no further tasks linked to it, agents continue to the next task and so on. A task is distinguished by its name. A natural language description is given in the compartment goal. The compartment specification gives a graphical description or an algorithm of this task. Graphical description can be found



Interaction is a key component in multiagent systems which allows agents to exchange information, cooperate and coordinate in order to complete their tasks. One usual method for representing interaction is a protocol. An agent interaction protocol is a set of rules that guide the interaction among several agents. For a given state of the protocol only a finite set of messages may be sent or received. If one agent is to use a given protocol, it must agree to conform to such a protocol and obey the various rules. Moreover, it must comply with its semantics. A thorough definition of interaction protocols can be found in [18]. The interaction model deals with the interaction between agents through protocols. The interaction model is decomposed in two parts: a textual part and a graphical part. The textual part corresponds to a requirement document for the protocol. The graphical part depicts the sequence of messages between agents or roles. Our proposal of document is composed of several fields: protocol name, keywords, agents’ roles, initiator, prerequisite, function, behavior, constraints, termination, security and mobility. The field Protocol’s name gives the name of the proto-
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Figure 2. Plan Model Schema



col. The field Keywords gives a list of keywords to characterize the protocol. The choice of keywords is free but it seems more interesting to provide accurate and meaningful keywords. Keywords could refer to the number of agents involved in the protocols, the kind of message sending: broadcast, multicast, the class of protocols: information request, negotiation, synchronization, the agent communication language used: KQML,



ACL,



the ontology used, the specific features: security, anonymity, faulttolerance, electronic commerce This list of keywords’ domain is not exhaustive and depends on the purpose of the protocol. The field Agents’ roles refers to the agents involved in the protocol. It also gives the number of agents per role. The field Initiator is related to the previous one. The initiator of an interaction is an agent playing a specific role. For instance, for auction protocols, the initiator is the seller. The initiator must be a role defined in the field Agents’ roles. The field Prerequisite defines the conditions to be satisfied before executing protocols. These conditions can be written as a free-format text or as a formal description. A possible formal description language is OCL [38] also employed for UML and especially for Agent UML sequence diagrams. The domain for the prerequisite usually depends of the interaction protocol context. For instance, if the interaction protocol deals with information request, the agent requesting must have been first identified by the agent having the information. The field Function is used during reuse. This field gives a summary of the definition of the protocol. It seems to be interesting for designers in a context of reuse not to have to read the complete definition of the protocol to understand its purpose. The complete definition of the protocol is given in the field Behavior. The field Behavior is the main field in the analysis document. It gives the complete definition of the protocol. Unlike communication protocol engineering where the execution paths are separated from message and data types, we put together these two pieces of information. We think it is better for designers to be able to refer to message type when they consider a path of the interaction. The requirement analysis document should also contain information which is related to agents and multiagent systems such as beliefs, desires and intentions (BDI) [41], actions or knowledge. Actually, sending or receiving messages can modify agents’



behaviors. For instance, if we refer to FIPA ACL specifications [15], it is written that if an agent receives an inform message, it means that the sender believes the proposition and, the sender intends the receiver to believe this proposition. Moreover, when agents receive a cfp message, they have to verify if they are able to do the task. Thus, they have to do some actions. The field Constraints allows designers to describe the good properties to be present in protocols and the bad properties to avoid. Good properties and bad properties refer to properties that designers want to check during the validation stage [20]. It might be deadlock freeness, termination, absence of acceptance cycles, absence of non-progressing states, mutual exclusion, etc. Constraints can be defined as a temporal logic formula. Thus, it is easier to check the properties with model checker such as S PIN [21]. This field can also contain the standards that protocols have to conform to. For instance, standards could be for instance the use of ACL for communicative acts or XML for message format. The field Termination defines the valid termination of protocols. This field is related to the purpose of protocols. For instance, for a secure auction protocol, the seller has got the money but no longer the good; and the buyer has got the good but no longer the money. This field can be described through a free-format text or temporal logic formulae. Then, these formulae can be used in model checker for the validation. The field Security gives the security requirements for this protocol. It could be that messages are encrypted. Other security requirements could be that agents are authenticated, or interactions are anonymous. The field Mobility refers to mobility requirements. Such examples of mobility requirements are fault-tolerant interactions or message acknowledgement. Fault-tolerant interaction requirement deals with a more reliable media for message exchanges. It is particularly interesting when agents are on handheld devices or mobile appliances. Message acknowledgements correspond to the hand-shaking protocol in distributed systems. As long as agents do not acknowledge message receipt, the message is sent to the receivers. The graphical part of the interaction model gives the sequence of messages between agents or roles. This graphical part presents some redundancy with the behavior field in the requirement analysis document but it is sometimes easier to read a diagram than to read a natural language description. We use the Agent UML sequence diagrams to this purpose [37] [1] as shown on Figure 3. We add couple of new elements for these sequence diagrams in [23].
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defined by their coordinates in the environment. Resources are also defined by their coordinates and the type and the number of resources are given. The rules deals with the consumption and the production of resources. This information is particularly important when the multiagent system is used for simulation like the Fishmarket project [34]. In this case, {d < t units} the resources are fish which appear and disappear. The benefit of an environment model is when multiagent systems are applied to simulation and if agents are reactive agents.
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Figure 3. Agent UML Sequence Diagram for English Auction Protocol
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Figure 4. Environment Model Schema



3.4. Environment Model Most of time, agents are included in a real or a virtual environment: the Internet, a computer, etc. The environment model describes the environment. The environment model needs to represent agents and resources. Such an example of environment model is in ROADMAP [27]. It does not cover the three dimensions of an environment but only the different elements in it. The environment model is described as a schema as shown on Figure 4. The environment model is composed of a shape. The shape is a free-format text describing the structure of the environment or a formula if the environment can be defined as a mathematical formula. An environment is discrete if there are a finite number of positions in it else the environment is continuous. The environment model describes the agents and the resources present in the environment. Agents are



Agents within multiagent systems play specific roles. These roles correspond to their behaviors in this multiagent system. For instance, in auctions, there are usually two roles: auctioneer and participant. The role of auctioneer tries to sell items at the highest price possible. The role of participant bids for items and tries to buy items at the lowest price possible. When security is at stake, it is important to define permissions and authorizations to agents according to their roles. Moreover, two roles can have two different levels of permissions. One role can access some specific pieces of knowledge and not the others. The notion of groups of roles is defined in Nemo and is based on Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [13]. An application of RBAC to UML is in SecureUML [29]. The idea is the following one. Agents described through their roles are gathered into groups. Permissions and authorizations are associated to groups. These permissions and authorizations concern knowledge, actions or resources. For instance, if the piece of knowledge salary is only accessible to the group management, an agent must belong to this group to access it. The permissions on knowledge are read, write and confidential. The latter is more constraining than the first one, agents can read the piece of knowledge but are not allowed to pass it to other agents. Sub-groups into groups are possible. It is usually used to restrict access more or to define particular policies for a subgroup. Group of roles, roles, the relationships between roles and permissions are given in the role model as shown on Figure 5. A role is distinguished by its name. The role model also presents a natural-language description of the role, the capabilities and knowledge. The capabilities compartment deals with the tasks the role is able to perform. This information is important in a context of open multiagent systems. New agents could be judged on the capabilities of their role. Knowledge depicts knowledge as well as the beliefs associated to this role.
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Figure 5. Role Model Schema Figure 6. Agent Model Schema



3.6. Agent Model Agents are the active entities in multiagent systems. Agents are complex to design since they contain perception, interaction, decision and knowledge. The Agent model proposed corresponds to the Agent UML class diagram proposal in [22]. The agent model is shown on Figure 6. In comparison with the proposal in [22], we add some elements about mobility and security. Mobile agents have a different stereotype instead of . Two elements for security are provided. First, the group of this agent is written before the name of the agent. Agent groups define the level of permissions and authorizations on knowledge, actions and resources (see Section 3.5). The second element of security is data privacy. It is possible to restrict the data access to a specific group of agents.



3.7. Knowledge Model Knowledge is one of the main difference between agents and objects. Rational agents have beliefs, desires and intentions. Cognitive agents and rational agents have a model of their environment and of other agents. The knowledge model is similar to the one proposed in [7] except that we add the notion of permissions. It is then possible to restrict the access to a piece of knowledge to a group of agents. Moreover, knowledge can be restricted to read access, write access and confidentiality access. In the last case, agents can read but cannot reveal this piece of knowledge to other agents. Knowledge is rendered as a set of objects connected by relationships. Objects refer to UML objects as they are



defined in object diagrams [2]. An object in UML is an instance of a class with well defined boundary. This approach allows designers to represent concrete data within agents. For instance, it is difficult to represent a belief such as believe(Melbourne sunny) directly within agent class particularly if we need to modify it after. As a consequence, it is easier to handle this information. When considering a goal, it is then possible to retrieve a part of the goal or to modify it. As far as we are concerned this approach brings flexibility to the management of BDI information. Moreover, it helps designers in the context of mutual beliefs and joint intentions [44], since it is easier to share beliefs or intentions if they are defined outside agents.



3.8. Deployment Model



The deployment model describes how entities involved in the multiagent systems are deployed on the network. This network can be a personal computer, a local area network or a wide area network such as the Internet. The deployment model is based on the UML deployment diagram [2]. Nevertheless, we are obliged to extend these deployment diagrams since they do not take into account the agent mobility. Some new stereotypes are added: which means that an agent (or role) can move from one system to another one, which means that agents clone before leaving the current site and which means that agents change roles when arriving at destination. They are placed on the dependencies. When the stereotype is used, the new role is given after.



4. Lack of Related Work As stated in introduction, several agent-oriented software engineering methodologies are on the shelf but as far as we know, no methodologies are considering mobility, security and open large scale multiagent systems together. The only work where mobility is considered is in [42] but it fails on the security management and in our opinion, mobility for multiagent systems cannot be considered without security. Our main disadvantage in comparison with some other methodologies is that implementation is not considered. It is for instance the case in the PASSI methodology [4] and in the MaSE methodology [8]. Moreover, no tools are provided for the Nemo methodology. Nevertheless, the Nemo methodology presents several advantages in comparison with other methodologies. For instance, the PASSI methodology [4] considers neither an environment model nor a knowledge model. Moreover, the agent definition is too close to UML class diagrams. As a consequence, it does not represent the richness and the complexity of agents. The Tropos methodology [33] presents few models and is oriented to goal representation. Thus, it is not possible to represent organization, knowledge or environment. Our final comparison is with the Gaia methodology [46]. In our opinion, this methodology is too abstract and does not present the richness of agents and multiagent systems. There is no model for organizations, for plans or for knowledge. The main advantage of Gaia is to address more accurately the notion of BDI systems and the formalization.



5. Conclusion and Future Work Agent-oriented software engineering methodologies are a buzzword in agent theory and design. Several new methodologies emerged recently to tackle agent notions not provided by object-oriented methodologies. The new methodology Nemo has been presented in this paper. The particular aim of this methodology and its force is to address the problem of mobility, of security and of open large scale multiagent systems. These notions are barely present in current methodologies. The Nemo methodology focuses on the analysis and design stages. It is composed of eight models. The main model is the organization one. It presents some new ideas to tackle mobility, security and large scale multiagent systems. The Nemo methodology is an ongoing research program as a consequence, several models have to be refined. Particularly, security has to be intertwined more deeply within models. We have already noticed several directions of work. The first one is to improve the reuse of models through



projects. Nemo needs to allow designers to define templates. The Nemo methodology contains eight models. It is a large number of models so it is important that designers have some help during design. We mean that when designers modify a model, they have to be informed what is the effect on other models. For instance, if designers reduce the responsibilities of a specific role due to security reason, it affects the role model as well as the plan model. Obviously, designers need tools to help them. Finally, a particular effort has to be done on concrete examples. Concrete examples allow us to find flaws in the models and to advertise the methodology. Acknowledgements. This research was supported by the UK government under EPSRC project GR / R 27518 (Verifiable Languages and Protocols for Multiagent Systems).
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